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Author’s Note

This is a manuscript — christened “Big Red” by Steve Zucker —
that I never published, or even submitted, for reasons I explain below.
It was written and (and typed) when I was at the Universities of Wash-
ington and Utah and was distributed as a University of Utah preprint
in the spring of 1984. Most, but not all, of the results in it have been
published. These are mostly in the papers:

[1 ] The de Rham homotopy theory of complex algebraic varieties
I, Journal of K-Theory 1 (1987), 271–324.

[2 ] On a generalization of Hilbert’s 21st problem, Ann. Sci. École
Norm. Sup., t. 19 (1986), 609–627.

[3 ] On the indecomposable elements of the bar construction, Proc.
Amer. Math . Soc. 98 (1986), 312–316.

By the time I had finished writing Big Red I could prove stronger
results. So I broke it apart and rewrote it. The papers [2,3] contain
material from Section 12 and the appendix. More general versions of
the main results were published in [1], where varieties can be singular,
the weight filtration is proved to be defined over Q, and MHSs are
constructed on a larger zoo of invariants. The Torelli theorem for curves
in section 12 was superseded by Mike Pulte’s thesis (Duke Math. J. 57,
1988).1 The holomorphic variation of the Hodge filtration (section 13)
was proved with Steve Zucker (Invent. Math. 88, 1987) by a different
argument. That said, the exposition in this paper has some merit. The
constructions are less technical that those in [1], which makes the basic
ideas clearer.

I am posting Big Red for historical reasons and also because I need
results from Section 11 (Hodge theory and Chen’s method of formal
connections) in my current work on elliptic motives.

1Pulte was unofficially a student of mine.




























































































































































































































































































































































